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LCC Definitions:
A common understanding of definitions, and their origin is critical to understanding
of the problem, and setting the stage forward for process improvement.
This slide portrays the origins for the classical definitions of Life Cycle Cost, Total
Ownership Cost
Cost, and the most recent Ownership Cost
Cost, and portrays what portion of
the DoD Acquisition life cycle they consider. Although both the classical Life Cycle
Cost and Total Ownership Cost definitions cover the entire DoD Acquisition timeline,
Total Ownership Cost and Ownership Cost include Indirect / Infrastructure costs,
e.g. fully burden cost of fuel, energy, power, housing and shelters, etc., whereas the
classical Life Cycle Cost definition does not.
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There exist today a large number of both Government and Industry tools that
support the estimation of various aspects of LCC, but few to none estimate Total
Ownership Costs satisfactorily. Some tools attempt to estimate LCC, including
O&S, but most have strengths either in Acquisition Cost Estimation, or O&S, but not
both. Others are focused on various aspects of O&S Costs (including most of the
Government tools - rightfully so), however few to none adequately cover all aspects
of Ownership Cost. Lastly, some large government contractors have, or are in the
process of developing their own proprietary Total Ownership Cost tools
tools.
A partial listing of existing Government and Industry LCC tools is provided in the
Back-up to this presentation, along with brief descriptions of the specific strengths of
these tools.
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Most LCC modeling tools are parametric in nature, i.e. they translate various
physical parameters to effort or cost. However, to more explicitly define the
differences between different types of LCC models and tools, most of the existing
Acquisition-oriented tools use parameters such as size, weight, various technology
characteristics, complexity and reuse as their inputs, whereas O&S models / tools
tend to use Reliability, Maintainability, and Availability, including Fraction of Faults
Detected and Isolated as parametric inputs.
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What data is needed to complete an O&S cost estimate? It depends on where in
the life cycle, a particular weapon system estimate is being generated. This chart
depicts the four phases (starting with MS-A at the left of the chart) of weapons
systems’ life cycles. Additionally, it shows the nature of the cost estimating ‘type’
(e.g. Analogy, Engineering build-up) that are typically used in a particular life cycle
phase. A variation of this chart appears at the bottom of the Defense Acquisition
University “Wall Chart”.
All O&S models require some programmatic description (e.g. number of operating
years) and some technical description. Later in a program, detailed data is
generally available down to the component level with explicit characterization of the
parts, their respective maintenance and support concepts, as well as geographic
distributions. However, at the earliest stages of a weapon system—say PreMilestone B—very little data below the subsystem is available to the O&S cost
modeler. And generally sparing and maintenance is done at the LRU-level, so
models tend to be more abstract the earlier the estimate is generated.
Data is generally drawn from vetted historical reference sources. These include
large service-owned VAMOSC data such as the USN VAMOSC system, the USAF
AFTOC system,
system and the USA OSMIS system
system. These data would also include R&M
data that might come from the USAF REMIS system or from a number of sources
within the USN, NALDA dbms, for instance. Persons actually working a fielded
weapon system can also draw data directly from Program data sources. The more
detailed data the better the cost estimate, and also more expensive to generate the
cost estimate and more difficult to perform higher-level trade studies.
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We grouped the causes into three distinct categories.
The category “System Acquisition Assumptions” was intended to capture those things that happen around MS-B, when the
cost targets are set for a program.
1. As was clearly illuminated in the referenced GAO report, the VAMOSC system is characterized as having inaccurate and
incomplete data—the Army being the worst. How then can anyone generate an accurate estimate if the reference data is
incorrect?
2. At MS-B, the LCC CDRLs (if requested) are submitted using a projected annual operations tempo based on nominal
peace time usage for 20 years. (Anecdotal evidence… some C-17s in Afghanistan are accumulating flight hours at over 2x
the original estimate. In Gulf War, tracked vehicles were accumulating upwards of 300 miles per month—CASCOM data for
pre-Gulf War tracked vehicles were on the order of 300 miles per year.)
3. Three different GAO reports cite that rarely are O&S cost predictions collected/stored/documented as targets at MS-B.
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The category “Failure to re-baseline” was intended to capture those things that happen to a program sometime after the MSB target is established (sometimes many years later).
1. If the target metric is ‘Total Program O&S Cost’, then when a program doubles or triples the number of acquired systems
over the MS-B target quantity—cost is going to grow (examples cited are SDB and MRAPs)
2. Critical Design Review doesn’t happen until before MS-C. The detailed design is not fleshed out before then and many
things are subject to change. But the cost target is set at MS-B
3. The referenced GAO report explicitly calls out the C-17 as an example of a program that was originally acquired with
organic logistics support and it wasn
wasn’tt until years after deployment that the PMO switched to PBL.
PBL
The category “Potpourri” was intended to capture those things that were left over.
1. Presently, the referenced GAO report cited that the metric tracked was Total Program O&S Costs. The problem here is
that this BIG number masks a lot of things that are measurable (and therefore designable) in a single weapon system. The
total masks things like quantity in use, per unit usage rates, geographic deployments, energy consumption rates, etc.
2. Growing sustainment burden on forces in general over time. (P502 Dunnigan: WWII average US soldier required 55lbs/day/man. Currently 100-500 lbs/man/day depending on unit) (From the briefing USMC Initiatives in Energy and Power,
Michael Gallagher, May 2010: In the pre-Operation Iraqi Freedom era the radio density for a typical rifle company was 7
radios per company. Currently, the typical rifle company uses 225 radios. This 30x increase places additional demands for
spare parts and replacement batteries.)
3. The final reference refers to a paper published by the Army War College. This paper examined distribution based
logistics (DBL). “DBL is designed to reduce the size of the logistical footprint by providing equal or better capability through
better distribution rather than having units carry large stockpiles of supplies. In effect, it swaps warehousing capacity for
frequent, reliable flows of supplies.” However, in the end, during both OEF and OIF DBL suffered and did not fully
materialize… problems: comms and costs of a very mobile supply system.)
4. The flaw of simply summing a series of most likely estimates in a WBS (The Flaw of Averages), statistically leads to low
bias. This phenomena is described in more detail in the back-up to this presentation.
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The Cost Analysis Improvement Group, within the OSD, has published a breakdown
structure for capturing/reporting all operating and support costs. Versions of this
document have remained essentially unchanged for ~20 years. All services use it to
varying degrees. So up through the 3rd level the O&S cost structure remains
essentially the same for virtually all platform and technology types.
As the chart indicates, the document actually takes the ‘user’ to a fourth level—but
is only directive to the third level.
Finally, the blue arrow containing the text is meant to highlight the fact that the O&S
costs are DIRECTLY and inextricably related to the system design and system
acquisition costs. Any and all changes to the design (& therefore acquisition cost),
operations, or maintenance/support concepts will manifest themselves somewhere
in the O&S cost structure.
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Here is a blow-up of the O&S structure from the preceding chart… showing more
detail.
It is easy to see how all types of programs can ‘fit’ their operating and support costs
into this structure. All programs, whether they are satellites, C4 systems, ships,
munitions, ground systems have:
1 People supporting them (that can be classified into operations
1.
operations, maintenance
maintenance,
etc.)
2. Operations that consume manpower and material.
3. Maintenance and support to ensure operational readiness
4. Off-line activities, à la software upgrades and or system modernization efforts
5.

The entire gamut of indirect support, from base/installation operations to
medical/housing, and even amortization of basic skill training & education.
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Recommendations (cont.)
3. Standardize Models to the maximum extent possible:
Very few models currently exist that calculate both Acquisition & O&S Costs well.
Acquisition Cost Models are largely dependent on Platform / System Product Structures.
Since all platforms / systems are different (re: MIL-HDBK-881A – Eight – Soon 12 System
t
types),
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Acquisition
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different.
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therefore
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humble
bl opinion
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thatt it iis
impractical to attempt to develop a standard Acquisition cost model.
However, development of a Standard O&S Model is technically achievable. We specifically
recommend the following:
Standardize the Data Model first, as described on the previous slide.
Emphasize Algorithm Selection and development as necessary, opposed to tools. (See
back-up for the results of a preliminary analysis of existing tools, and their perceived
strengths with respect to algorithms for specific for specific O&S costs.) If/when
standard algorithms (or Cost Estimating Relationships) are developed and
standardized, tools can be developed as needed to support the calculations. Note
however that development of a Standard Executable O&S Model will require significant
resources. We recommend that the existing RAM-C Manual be leveraged to the
practical. Also note that consideration will need to be g
given to differing
g
maximum extent p
Service level procedures and Maintenance Concepts, and other WBS differences
identified here-in, as well as cost accounting methods.
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Recommendations:
1. Support Government/Industry development of a Common Data Model (Architecture, Language and Terminology):
Advanced research has begun by academic institutions such as Old Dominion University into the possible integration of cost into the Architecture Frameworks of FEA
and DODAF. This work centers around assigning costs to activities, and then accumulating the costs via executable architecture models (related research).
Support a Net Centric Data Strategy.
2. Support the continued development of Standards in this area, one of which is ISO 10303-239 - the Product Life Cycle Support (PLCS) Standards currently being
developed by NATO with support from Aerospace Industries Association (AIA). The specific ISO 10303-239 Standards that may have applicability to LCC are as
follows.
S2000M Material Management
S3000L Logistics Support Analysis
S4000M Scheduled Maintenance Analysis
S5000F Operational and Maintenance Data Feedback
For existing Programs of Record, expand the existing EVMS standard to include Activity codes and restructured work breakdowns to support O&S Field and Data
Reporting. Implement EVMS as an O&S cost / schedule tracking tool.
3. Standardize Models to the maximum extent possible: (per previous slide)
To recap., the specific tasks that we recommend be accomplished are:
1.

Define a Data Model / Dictionary of all elements and inputs.
A. This should be accomplished for Architecture Cost Data and Relationships
B. Standards Data and Relationships, and
C. Computational Model Relationships

2.

Define a common set of computational relationships.

3.

Define a standard model user human interface.

Other general recommendations:
Perform estimates for both peacetime and wartime op-tempo, or include in Risk Analysis. The results of the risk analysis should be presented at a specified confidence
level.
Include risk distributions on inputs such as MTBF and MTTR. These key O&S Cost drivers can be factored for peacetime and wartime operations respectively.
Keep O&S Estimates current over the System Life Cycle. Start early – Pre-Milestone A, and refine regularly, at a minimum, prior to every subsequent Milestone, as the
requirements and associated design mature. Per GAO, archive all estimates.

Each of the above represents specific actionable tasks that can be accomplished, that will directly contribute to a Common O&S Cost Model.
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